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 It is also a Disk Defragmenter and a file system checker. You can also check system settings and some info about your computer. It also comes with a built-in support for the following file systems: FAT32, FAT16, NTFS, Ext2/3, ReiserFS, XFS, HFS+, NTFS5, and BTRFS. With its special feature of clone drive, you can easily clone your disk without data loss. In case of Windows OS, it is the best
utility to check/repair/repair disk partition. On the other hand, you can create/extend/shrink/merge/de-rearrange partitions, format or unformat disk, format or unformat a single partition, check disk defects, and erase junk files in no time. Image Editing Software TinyPNG - a tool that helps you create small versions of your images for online sharing. With the help of this tool, you can easily create
small size versions of your images online. Pixlr - it is the latest edition of Photoshop Express. It allows you to edit images with the help of filters, stickers, and more. It also offers a special mode to convert your images. The best feature of Pixlr is that it lets you share images on Google+, Facebook, and Twitter. PicMonkey - it is a photo editor and designer that lets you crop, rotate, adjust color, and

change font size, type, and position. It is also a face retouching tool. You can even edit images with the help of stickers, filters, etc. Clone Image - it is a simple and handy utility that lets you easily clone your image files and folders to a disk, flash drive, or network drives. It offers you two options for cloning: one for cloning an image and the other one is to clone folders. ClearData - it is an excellent
data cleaning tool that lets you clean unwanted files, junk, and unwanted registry entries from your computer. It also helps you clean the registry, recycle unnecessary files, and remove the temporary files from your PC. It also removes unused Windows program shortcuts and uninstaller. It also lets you recover your deleted files and folders. The Last One - it is an ideal utility to scan, diagnose, and

repair your computer. It gives you a detailed report on your computer. It also lets you check all the drivers, software, etc. The Last 520fdb1ae7
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